National Skill Development Training Programme
Scientific Sheep, Goat and Rabbit Rearing

Preamble
Sheep, goat and rabbit are the livestock species which find a midway niche between large animal farmers and land less labourers. It has been observed that crop production in India is totally dependent upon rainfall pattern hence experiences severe crises and acuteness if monsoon fails. It ultimately affects large animal production also. Under such circumstances the only commodity which can provide substantial sustenance to farmer is small ruminant production along with rabbit rearing, which requires less input and provide desirable output. In current scenario the old age prevailing sheep rearing technology and practices adopted by the farmers in the country will not be able to meet the demand of the stakeholders, although very few farmers are trying to adopt a few technologies to cater the need of the hours but still require improvement and refinement.

In this connection it is submitted that very frequently farmers are visiting Institute and asking for training programme. In light of above facts, it is proposed to have a complete training module for sheep, goat and rabbit rearing with scientific way from care and management of day old to its finishing age in all the three species.

Hence it is proposed to have a 08 days Skill Development Program on sheep, goat and rabbit rearing depending upon the requirement of the client. This training will be organised two (02) times per year.

Important guidelines relating to this training programme are as follow.
1. Only Indian Citizen can apply.
2. Two recent passport size photographs, Aadhaar card along with self-attested copy of the identity proof should have to be attached with application form (identity proof may be photo identity card, Voter ID card, Passport, Ration Card (having photograph), Driving License and Bank pass book (having photograph).
3. Please bring all original documents & Aadhaar card for verification.
4. Please fill complete address in your application with pin code.
5. Last date of receipt of duly filled application form is .......................... Application received after last date will not be entertained. Please send your application form only by registered post or speed post to the Director, ICAR - Central Sheep & Wool Research Institute, Avikanagar, Malpura (Tonk) 304501 (Rajasthan). Please write on envelope "For Sheep, Goat and Rabbit National Training programme".
6. The list of selected participants will be uploaded on the website of the institute. The selected participants have to pay Rs 4,000/- (Rupees Four thousand only) as registration fee (including Tax). Mode of payment will be mentioned in the list.
7. Participant are not bound to stay at Kisian hostel. Participant can also manage his stay and food himself.
8. Format relating to certificate have to be filled in both languages Hindi and English.
9. For any other information you may contact our helpline no: 01437-220162, or you may also visit to our institute website. (www.csawi.res.in).
10. All rights relating to training programme reserved with Director, ICAR-CSWRI, Avikanagar.

Note: Please send your application only after announcement of date on website otherwise your application will be rejected. Participants have to pay themselves for travel expenses.
Training Course: From ___________to_____________.

1. Name of the Applicant:________________________________________________________

2. Father's/Husband name:_______________________________________________________

3. Aadhar No.: __________________________________________________________________

4. Sex: ________________________

5. Date of birth: Day: _________ Month: _________ Year: __________

6. Permanent Address: Village:____________________ Post:_________ Dist.:_____________ State:_____________ Pin code:_________

7. Correspondence Address: Village:__________ Post:_______ Dist.:_____________ State:_____________ Pin code:___________

8. Phone No.:_______________ Mob.No.___________________________

9. Caste Category: ______________________________________________________________

10. Educational Qualifications:__________________________________________________

11. Land:_______________________________________ Occupation: (a) Primary:______ (b) Secondary, if any:_____

12. Purpose of Training: _________________________________________________________

13. Are you being sponsored by any agency/ organization? If yes, give the name of the agency/ Organization: __________________________

14. Have you applied earlier for this training? If yes, please provide details. _________

I, Son/wife of Sh…………………………..hereby declare that the above given information is fully correct and I also declare that I will obey rules & regulation of the Institute during training programme.
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